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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we discuss the selected image reconstruction methods of binary tomography
in the context of their application to geophysical imaging. We restrict our considerations
to a discrete version of high-frequency electromagnetic geotomography, which we label as
Binary Electromagnetic Geotomography (BEG). Basically, such an imaging technique may
be applied to detect subsurface anomalies (air-filled voids) whose attenuation coefficient
is very low (nearly zero-value) and considerably different from that for the background.
The assumption for a binary representation of the image to be reconstructed substantially
relaxes image reconstruction problems related to ill-posedness that comes from an
intrinsic limitation of an angular range of projections. We test two algorithms for binary
tomography, where the penalty term is based on the Markov Random Field (MRF) model.
The mean-field reference distribution and mean-field annealing are applied to estimate
the global maximizer of the Gibbs–Boltzmann distribution associated with the objective
function. We also apply the projected gradient algorithm that uses a binary steering.
Very efficient implementations of the algorithms are also given. The numerical results are
presented for noise-free, noisy, and real data.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In geophysical prospecting [46], tomographic imaging is widely used for mapping the interior structure of the ground.
This technique is also very helpful in localization and characterization of subsurface anomalies, such as cracks, cavities,
tunnels or voids, which may result from lithological characteristics or human activities [22,42].

In this paper, our considerations are focused on the technique that is intended to visualize subsurface air-filled voids
that may occur due to the collapse of inactive coal mines. Detection of such anomalies may be performed with many
measurement configurations, e.g. near-surface measurements, vertical profiling or sectioning. In geophysical tomographic
imaging, which is mainly related to the sectioning, the cross-section between boreholes is surveyed. An example of this
technique (also known as borehole or cross-hole tomography) is seismic tomography [8,16,22,48]. It is potentially useful
when there is a marked contrast in the properties of the ground, and therefore, it is commonly-used for detection of
subsurface anomalies. However, there are some explorations in which seismic methods have very limited applications.
Seismic waves excite ground tremors that may be very dangerous for the objects located in the region with mining
damage. For such explorations, electromagnetic methods are much more helpful. Air-filled anomalies have considerably
different electric properties from that for the background (sedimentary rocks), and hence, they can be easily detected with
electromagnetic probings between boreholes.

The borehole tomographic technique in which electromagnetic waves are used is known in the literature [15,42] as
Electromagnetic Geotomography (EG). The geometry of interest in EG is cross-borehole scanning. The data is gathered along
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the measurement system.

multiple ray-paths that link the positions of the transmitting probe (transmitter) and the receiving probe (receiver). This is
schematically depicted in Fig. 1. The region of interest is a h× d rectangular, where h is the height of the horizontal layer of
interest, and d is the distance between the boreholes.

The electrical properties of the surveyed medium along each ray-path affect the transmission properties of the
electromagnetic waves propagated along that ray-path. Therefore, the measured data carries the information about the
unknown geological structure. Our study is based on an absorptionmodel that describes the attenuation of electromagnetic
waves along the straight-line ray-path, and therefore, this model can be expressed in terms of the Radon transform. The
‘‘straight-ray’’ approximation neglects the effects of reflection, refraction and diffraction, and it is justified provided that
the electromagnetic waves of high frequencies are used [15,40,51]. An inversion of the model yields an image of spatial
distribution of electromagnetic wave attenuation coefficient in the surveyed area.

Many algorithms [53,57,59] have been developed to solve the inverse problem in borehole tomography. The Algebraic
Reconstruction Technique (ART), Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT), or various implementations
of Conjugate Gradient (CG) methods (e.g. CGLS, LSQR) are examples of iterative methods that are commonly-used in
geophysical imaging. The direct inversion algorithms that usually involve the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) are also
widely applied for this purpose.

The above-mentioned algorithms give the least-squares approximations of the true solution. For noise-free data
(consistent case), the approximations are convergent to the least-squares solution of minimal l2-norm. In practice,
any perturbations in measurements introduce inconsistency to the model, and hence, the methods may give only
approximations that are in a certain, more or less controllable distance to the minimal-norm least-square solution.

In borehole imaging, due to the intrinsic limitation of an angular range of the ray-paths, the model can be treated as
underdetermined, and consequently an ill-posed problem has to be solved. As a result, reconstructed images are spoilt with
vertical smeared structures. These effects, which are often called ‘‘ghosts’’, have been widely discussed in the literature [2,
8,16,32]. Koltracht et al. [32] proved that for borehole tomography, the nullspace of the forward projection operator is non-
trivial, which implies that the inversion is non-unique, and the minimal-norm least-square solution may not be the true
solution. In many borehole imaging techniques, the ambiguity of inversion and related artifacts are reduced by suitable
regularization that stabilizes the solution or improves it with some prior information. However, efficient regularization of
the solution is a very challenging task, and it requires careful treatment of the prior information. In many cases, the prior
knowledge on the solution is limited, e.g. only to a degree of smoothness or sparsity. In EG, the constraints on boundary
values, especially for the lower bound (non-negativity), can be also imposed. All the assumptions obviously improve the
solution, however, something more can be still done.

The air-filled voids have considerably different electrical parameters than that for the sedimentary rocks. Assuming the
constant attenuation coefficients for the anomalies and background, the image reconstruction problem in EG boils down to
the problem of finding a binary solution. Using some linear transformations we can assign zero-values to anomalies, and
ones to rocks. This assumption is justified since attenuation coefficient of air-filled voids is about zero, but outside the voids
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it is rather constant but its value depends on many factors such as parameters of probing signals, lithology and moisture
content of the examined medium.

Thus the space of feasible solutions can be narrowed down to the space of discrete points, or even to binary ones. Such
harsh constraints can be interpreted in terms of regularization with strong prior information. The binary approach can
considerably relax the ambiguities of the least-square inversion, which implies the reduction of the ‘‘ghost’’ effects. For this
reason, the usage of image reconstruction algorithms from discrete tomography [25] may be very helpful in solving the
image reconstruction problem in EG. Also, such algorithms are much more resistant to noisy perturbations in data, and
usually they can be implemented very efficiently.

In our approach, we do not analyze, e.g. stochastic sampling or genetic algorithms that can be also applied for detection
of subsurface voids [5].

In the remainder of this paper, a discrete version of EG is referred to as Binary Electromagnetic Geotomography (BEG).
The next section briefly describes the model of image reconstruction in BEG. In the third section, some algorithms from
binary tomography, which may be useful in our application, are surveyed. We draw particular attenuation to penalized
reconstruction with the Markov Random Field (MRF). This section also contains our propositions for adapting well-known
algorithms to BEG as well as some hints on their efficient implementation. The numerical results are presented in the fourth
section. Finally, the fifth section contains some conclusions.

2. Model

We assume a discrete approximation of the forward projection model, i.e.

N∑
j=1

ãij x̃j + ni = b̃i, i = 1, . . . , M, (1)

where M is the number of ray-paths, N is the number of pixels in the image, and usually M ≥ N , x̃j is an attenuation of the
j-pixel, ãij is a contribution of the ith ray-path to the jth pixel, ni is the noisy perturbation of attenuation b̃i measured along
the ith ray-path. In a matrix notation, we have

Ãx̃+ n = b̃, where Ã ∈ RM×N , x̃ ∈ RN , n ∈ RM , b̃ ∈ RM . (2)

To show the motivation for using discrete tomography in our application, first we briefly discuss a classic case of
geotomographic image reconstruction. Koltracht et al. [32] proved that for borehole tomography: dim ker(Ã) ≥ nh, where nh

is the number of pixels in a horizontal line of the image, and ker(Ã) is a nullspace of forward projection operator Ã. Assuming
the same number of pixels in a vertical line, i.e. N = n2

h , and M ≥ N , we have rank(Ã) ≤ nh(nh − 1). Our experiments [50]
showed that the rank of Ã is about 91% of N for square matrices. These considerations illustrate a degree of ill-posedness.

Many researches [15,40,42] proposed to apply to geotomography various versions of the ART algorithm [28] that is based
on the Kaczmarz algorithm [31]. Tanabe in [58] proved that the limit point of the Kaczmarz algorithm is as follows:

x̃∗(x̃(0)) = lim
k→∞

x̃(k) = Pker(Ã)x̃
(0)
+ Gb̃, (3)

where x̃(0) is an initial guess, PS(v) is an orthogonal projection of v onto subspace S, and G ∈ RN×M is a generalized inversion
of Ã. SinceGb̃ ∈ ker(Ã)⊥ (an orthogonal complement of ker(Ã)), this part of xtrue that falls into the nullspace: xnull = Pker(Ã)xtrue
cannot be reconstructed unless it is included in x̃(0): (Ãxnull = 0). For noisy data (real data), b̃ = b̃exact + δb̃ = Ãx̃true + δb̃,
where δb̃ is a vector of perturbations. For ill-conditioned Ã,Gδb̃may even predominate over theminimal-norm least-squares
solution of a unperturbed problem: xLS = Gb̃exact . For example, let us consider the true image shown in Fig. 2(left), which
we then orthogonally project onto ker(Ã)⊥. The projection is illustrated in Fig. 2(right). The vertically smeared structures
result from a lack of this part of the true solution that belongs to the nullspace. We usually do not have a sufficient prior
knowledge on xnull. Thus if x̃(0) does not include any part of xnull, a classic version of the Kaczmarz algorithm cannot give
better reconstruction than that presented in Fig. 2(right). Obviously, a degree of smearing artifacts depends on the true
image, but for typical geotomographical images (spatially smooth) the artifacts are well visible. In BEG the prior knowledge
on possible values of the solution is strongly exploited, which considerably improves the inversion.

To get a binary solution, we transform Eq. (2) to the scaled form:

Ax = b, (4)

where x = [xj], xj ∈ {0, 1}, A = [aij], and b = [bi] are defined according to the scaling:

• Multiplicative: A = Ã, x = λx̃ and b = λ
(
b̃− n

)
, where λ = (ξ x̄)−1,

• Differential: A = Ã, x = x̄e− x̃ and b = r − b̃− n,
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Fig. 2. Phantom image (left); minimal-norm least-squares solution (right).

Table 1
Potential functions
Author(s) (Name) Functions: V (u, δ) Reference

Bouman and Sauer (GGMRF) |u/δ|p [7]
Geman and McClure 16

3
√
3

(u/δ)2

(1+(u/δ)2)
[18]

Geman and Reynolds |u/δ|
1+|u/δ| [19]

Green δ ln[cosh(u/δ)] [21]
Hebert and Leahy δ ln

[
1+ (u/δ)2

]
[24]

where e = [1, . . . , 1]T ∈ RN , r = [ri], ri = x̄
∑N

j=1 ãij, and

x̄ =

M∑
i=1

b̃i

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ãij

is the mean of the attenuation coefficient in the examinedmedium. In the experiments, we assume about 10% of zero-value
pixels in the image, thus ξ ∼= 1.1. As the perturbations are unknown in real applications, we dropped n, which obviously
leads to a system of inconsistent linear equations.

3. Methods

The task of finding the solution to (4) can be expressed in terms of many optimization problems such as Linear
Programming (LP) [1,17], Best Inner Fit (BIF) [23,60,61], Non-Linear Integer Programming (NLIP), or Non-Linear Relaxed
Programming (NLRP) [55].

We assume that the binary images in BEG contain locally smooth ‘‘focused’’ features which might be well modeled with
the MRF model that determines relationships between adjacent pixels. The prior knowledge on the local smoothness can
be readily incorporated to an objective function as a regularization term, and hence NLIP and NLRP are more flexible and
useful in our application.

For both problems NLIP and NLRP, we define an objective function in terms of the regularized least-squares function:

F(x) = ||Ax− b||22 + β
N∑
j=1

∑
n∈Nj

wjnV (xj − xn, δ), (5)

where the regularization term is formulated with the MRF, and hence,wjn is a weighting factor, Nj is a set of pixels’ indices
from the nearest neighborhood of pixel j, V (xj − xn, δ) is a clique energy function, β and δ are regularization and scaling
parameters.

The clique energy function in (5) attributes, the so-called, ‘‘clique energy’’ to a pair of adjacent pixels. Table 1 lists the
functions (in which u = xj − xn) that are commonly-used in the literature on image processing.

In our experiments, the Generalized Gaussian MRF (GGMRF) function will be denoted by V (BS)
(
xj − xn, p

)
. This is a

scalable function, so δ can be readily merged with the regularization parameter. Its convexity depends on parameter p,
but usually p ∈ [1, 2]. For p = 2, the function simplifies to the Gaussian one which tends to over-smooth edges of sharp
objects, but for p = 1 we get the Besag (Laplacian) function [4] that tends to enforce sparse objects. In BEG the objects to
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be reconstructed are expected to be large clusters, which justifies the usage of Gaussian models. Moreover, if the objective
function is convex, the classic methods for minimizing quadratic objectives can be applied.

On the other hand, theGreen function [21],which is referred to asV (GR)(xj−xn, δ), is regarded asmore robust, especially as
it satisfies all the properties mentioned in [41]. It is non-negative, even, 0 at u = 0, strictly increasing for u > 0, unbounded,
convex, and has bounded first-derivative, so we decided to select this function to our tests.

The above-mentioned problems can be solvedwithmanymethods, e.g. trust-regionmethods for nonlinearminimization
(PCG, quasi-Newton methods) [6,14], stochastic sampling (Metropolis–Hasting or Gibbs sampling) [12,43], pattern
search methods (Poll method), large-scale primal-dual interior-point methods (e.g. [44]), or D.C. algorithm [47] with
convex-concave regularization [55,56]. However, our further considerations are restricted only to specific binary image
reconstruction methods that are particular useful when an angular range of projections is very limited. Note that in BEG
the limitation is in an angular range of projections (no perpendicular projections) but not in a number of projections as it is
usually assumed in many binary tomography algorithms (especially in medical applications of binary tomography) [25,26].
Due to this reason, manywell-known binary image reconstruction algorithms for typical applications of binary tomography
[27,33–39] cannot be used here.

3.1. Mean-field annealing

The algorithm presented here solves a NLIP problem that is expressed in terms of the regularized least-squares problem:
minx∈{0,1}N F(x) subject to binary constraints. Since the problem of finding a binary solution to the NLIP is non-convex, we
use the Mean-Field Annealing (MFA) that iteratively maximizes the Gibbs–Boltzmann distribution

PF (x) =
exp{− F(x)

T }∑
x∈{0,1}N

exp{− F(x)
T }

(6)

which is associated with the objective function F(x) in (5). The ascent towards the global maximum of PF (x) is controlled
with the temperature parameter T .

Theorem 1. Let x∗ be the global maximizer of the Gibbs–Boltzmann distribution (6), then

lim
T→0
〈x〉PF → x∗,

where 〈x〉PF means the expectation of x with respect to PF .

The proof for Theorem 1 can be found, e.g. in [49,62].
Using a Mean-Field (MF) approximation to (6), and applying Theorem 1, the jth pixel value at temperature T can be

approximated by the formula:

xj(T ) =

∑
xj∈{0,1}

xj exp{− 1
T F(xj)}∑

xj∈{0,1}
exp{− 1

T F(xj)}

=

(
1+ exp

{
F(xj = 1)− F(xj = 0)

T

})−1
. (7)

This algorithm was presented in [49], however, our approach concerns a different implementation of this algorithm.
Assuming the residual vector r = Ax − b and denoting the jth column vector of A by aj, then replacing xj with a zero-
value, we can easily update the whole residual vector as follows: r0 = r + ajxj. Analogically, we have for xj = 1:
r1 = r − aj

(
1− xj

)
. Thus ∀xj the expression F(xj = 1) − F(xj = 0) in (7) can be calculated as ||r1||2 − ||r0||2 + 2β∆Uj,

where∆U =
∑N

j=1
∑

n∈Nj
wjn∆V (xn, δ)with

∆V (GR)j (xn, δ) = δ ln

(
1+ ν exp{ 2xn

δ
}

1+ exp{ 2xn
δ
}

)
− 1, where ν = exp

{
2
δ

}
, (8)

∆V (BS)j (xn, p) = |xn|p − |1− xn|p, (9)

for the clique energy functions V (GR)(xn, δ) and V (BS)(xn, p), respectively. Moreover, after calculating the current
approximation for xj, the whole residual vector can be also similarly updated as r ← r − aj

(
xj − x(old)j

)
. Under the

assumption that aj is very sparse, we need to update for r only a small number of its entries for each j, which considerably
accelerates the computations.
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(Algorithm MFA)
Initialization Choose T0, Kc , β , δ, x(0) = 1

2 e,
Outer loop: For s = 0, 1, . . ., do

T (s) = T0 exp
{
−

s
Kc

}
, r ← b− Ax(s),

x(old) ← x(s),
Inner loop: For j = 0, 1, . . . ,N , do

∆Uj =
∑

n∈Nj
wjn∆Vj(xn, δ),

r0 ← r + ajx
(old)
j , r1 ← r − aj

(
1− x(old)j

)
,

x(s)j =

(
1+ exp

{
1

2T (s)
(
||r1||2 − ||r0||2 + 2β∆Uj

)})−1
,

r ← r − aj
(
x(s)j − x(old)j

)
,

Inner loop: End
x(s+1) ← x(s),

Outer loop: End.
Hypothetically, assuming ∀j all aij are involved in updating r , the computational cost for this algorithm with the Green

function is about

c(GR) ' S
[
(5N2)m/d + (5N2)a/s + (MN)m/d + (MN)a/s + (43N)m/d + (27N)a/s + (16N)f

]
,

where the subscripts m, d, a, s, and f denote the elementary multiplication, division, addition, subtraction, and function
evaluation operation, respectively. For the function V (BS)(xn, p) the cost decreases by S

(
(8N)m/d + (8N)a/s

)
.

3.2. Binary steering of projected gradient algorithm

The method proposed here is based on the Projected Gradient (PG) method [3] that finds a stationary point x∗ ∈ X ⊆ RN

to the problem:

x∗ = argmin
x

F(x), s.t. x ∈ X, (10)

with the following iterative formula:

x(k+1) = P[x(k) − α(k)∇xF(x)|x=x(k) ], for k = 0, 1, . . . , (11)

where X is a non-empty, closed and convex set of feasible solutions, and P[ξ ] is a projection of ξ onto X . The stationarity is
reached when x∗ = P[x∗ −∇xF(x)|x=x∗ ]. The convergence of the PG method was proved, e.g. in [9,30].

In our approach, we assumed that

P[ξ (k)] =

0 if ξ (k) ≤ η(k),
1 if ξ (k) ≥ 1− η(k),
ξ (k) otherwise.

(12)

This choice was motivated by the binary steering technique proposed in [11]. Following the temperature schedule as in the
MFA algorithm, we propose to iteratively shrink the bound constraints [η(k), 1− η(k)] according to the exponentiated rule:

η(k) =
1
2

(
1− exp

{
−

k
δ

})
, (13)

where δ > 1 is a constant that controls a speed of convergence towards a binary solution. When k << δ, the algorithm
solves a NLRP problem, and an increase in a number of iterations gradually steers the iterative updates towards binary
values. For k >> δ, the algorithm solves a NLIP problem. Similarly as in the MFA, the descent towards a binary solution
cannot be too steep because the iterative process can stuck in local minima. The parameter δ should be therefore carefully
selected. Our experiments showed that the reconstruction is not very sensitive to δ ∈ [10, 500].

In general, gradient algorithms are regarded as slow methods, however, their convergence rate strongly depends on the
step lengthα(k) ∈ (0, 1] in (11). There aremany rules for choosingα(k), but we restrict our considerations only to the inexact
line search that is known as the ‘‘Armijo rule along a projection arc’’ [3]. The step length is optimal if

α(k) = βmk , (14)

wheremk is the first non-negative integerm for which

F(x(k+1))− F(x(k)) ≤ σ∇F(x(k))T (x(k+1) − x(k)), (15)

for σ ∈ (0, 1). In our algorithm, we selected β = 0.5, σ = 0.001.
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(Binary Steering of Projected Gradient Algorithm (BS-PG))

Initialization: Set β , δ, τ , τf , σ , ε, αmin, e = [1, . . . , 1]T ∈ RN ,
b← Ae− b, x(0) = 1

2 e, τg = ||A
Tb||2 τ ,

Outer loop: For k = 0, 1, . . ., do
η(k) = 1

2

(
1− exp

{
−

k
δ

})
,

Z (k) =
{
j ∈ {1, . . . ,N} : |x(k)j | > ε

}
,

A(k)s = [a∗,Z(k) ], L(k)s = [l∗,Z(k) ], x(k)s = [x
(k)
Z(k)
],

r ← b− A(k)s x(k)s , q← L(k)s x(k)s ,
φ = −AT r , ψ = LTq,
f ← 1

2 r
T r + 1

2βq
Tq,

g ← φ + βψ ,
Z (k)g =

{
j ∈ {1, . . . ,N} : gj < 0

}
,

Termination: If ||gZ(k)g
||2 < τg ,

Break
End

α = 1,
Inner loop: While α > αmin do

α← α
2 , x̄← x− αg ,

x̂←

0 if x̄ ≤ η(k),
1 if x̄ ≥ 1− η(k),
x̄ otherwise

r̂ ← b− Ax̂, q̂← Lx̂,
f̂ ← 1

2 r̂
T r̂ + 1

2β q̂
T q̂,

Termination: If f̂ − f ≤ σgT (x̂− x): x(k+1) = x̂,
Break

End
Inner loop: End

x(k+1) = x̂,
Termination: If k > 1 and xT (1−x)

N < τf : x(k) ← 1− x(k).
Break

End
Outer loop: End

On the contrary to the MFA algorithm, the BS-PG algorithm updates all the entries in x simultaneously, and to avoid
the inner loop, we apply only the GGMRF function for p = 2. For this case and under the assumption of the first-order
interactions between pixels (only along vertical and horizontal lines), the objective function in (5) can be simplified to the
quadratic function:

F(x) = ||b− Ax||22 + β||Lx||
2
2, (16)

where L = I −W/4, I ∈ RN×N is an identity matrix,W = [wjn],

wjn =

{
1, for ∀n ∈ {j− nh, j− 1, j+ 1, j+ nh},
0, otherwise, (17)

is the weighting matrix, and nh is the number of pixels in a horizontal line.
Since matrix–vector multiplications: Ax and Lx must be executed many times, we avoid computing on the whole size of

the matrices. In BEG, the images to be reconstructed are expected to have only a few clusters of zero-value pixels, and the
background represented by unit-value pixels, hence, we introduce the following transformation:

b← Ae− b, where e = [1, . . . , 1]T ∈ RN , (18)

and after the termination of the algorithm, the back-transformation is applied: x← 1−x. In thisway, only a fewentries of the
vector x have unit-values. To decrease an overall computational cost substantially the columns in A and L that correspond
to zero-value entries in x are removed at each iteration k. This procedure is motivated by the active set methods widely
known in the optimization theory. Thus, the number of arithmetic operations changes in each iteration, and cannot be easily
estimated. Thus, the computational complexity is estimated with the elapsed time (from the initialization to the assumed
termination).

This algorithm is terminated where one of the stop criteria: ||∇F(x(k))||2 < τg or (x(k))T(1 − x(k)) < Nτf is met. We set
τg = ||ATb||2 τ with τ = 10−4, τf = 5× 10−4, αmin = 10−12, and ε = 10−16.
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4. Results

The results are assessed by means of the quality and quantity criteria. The former concerns displaying the solution on a
2D patch plot. The latter is the average distance measure that was introduced in [10].

The synthetic data are generated from the binary phantom image (with resolution 128 × 128 pixels) that is shown in
Fig. 2(left). In real case, the image to be reconstructed is expected to have some clusters of zero-value pixels. The shape
of these objects should be in most cases ellipsoidal due to diffraction and refraction of electromagnetic waves around
strong inhomogeneities. However, other non-convex objects may also occur. Thus, we cannot assume the compact object
reconstruction as in [45].

Let us assume that each pixel is a square of 1 × 1m. The original images are associated with a typical electromagnetic
geotomographic area that is probed along multiple straight-line rays traced between transmitter points regularly spaced
along one borehole and receiver points regularly spaced along the other borehole. Thus, there is one transmitter/receiver
point in each pixel adjacent to a borehole.

The noisy data are obtained by adding a zero-mean Gaussian noise to the noise-free data. The variance of the noise is
adjusted to have a target Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) that is computed according to the definition:

SNR , 20 log
||b̃exact ||2
||n||2

, dB (19)

where b̃ and n are given by (2). We used the noisy data for which SNR = 20 dB. The noise level was estimated from our real
data, using the technique given in [52]. Typically, 5% noise level (about 26 dB) is regarded in EG simulations [15,40,52], but
we assume a little bit more noisy data due to the neglect of the wave scattering effects.

The results obtained with the MFA, BS-PG, and ART algorithms are shown in Figs. 3–6. The MFA algorithm has been run
with various clique energy functions and the associated parameters (β , δ, and p), but we present the results only for the
V (GR)j and V (BS)j . The results obtained for other clique energy functions are slightly worse than that for V (GR)j . In the BS-PG
algorithm, we applied only the Gaussian prior since only for this case the computational cost is very low.

All the discussed algorithms were implemented in Matlab 7.0 and the computational cost is roughly estimated in terms
of the elapsed time which amounts to 9.56, 0.96, and 424.15 s per one iteration (cycle in the ART) for the MFA, BS-PG, and
ART algorithms, respectively.

The parameters T0 and Kc which set the temperature schedule are nearly the same as in [62]. They are adjusted
experimentally, but in general, higher values of the parameters always improve the quality of the reconstruction but at
the cost of a convergence rate. In general, there are many heuristics for determining the temperature schedule — one of
them assumes that the temperature should not decrease faster than T (k) = T0

ln k [29,13,18].

The scaling parameter in V (GR)j is roughly estimated as δ = 0.01 using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) approach proposed
in [54]. The estimation of β can be efficiently donewithmarginalization, i.e. maximization of Type II likelihood [20]. Another
option for doing this is to apply the tools such as Generalized Cross-Validation (GCV), L-curve [6] (especially for BS-PG), or
even the ML estimate presented in [54].

The synthetic results obtained with the MFA algorithm (Figs. 3–5) are surprisingly good. For noise-free data nearly all
the clique energy functions give satisfactory results (see Fig. 4). For noisy data the best reconstruction is obtained with the
Green function (see Fig. 3). For the GGMRF model, the results strongly depend on p. If this parameter is close to its lower
bound (p = 1), the reconstructed image is speckled with noise. This is because the Besag function enforces sparse objects,
and this case should be avoided for very noisy BEG data, even if some sparse objects are expected to be reconstructed. For
p = 2, we observe the over-smoothing, and such a case is also unacceptable.

The good results are also obtainedwith BS-PG algorithm. In spite of applying only the Gaussian prior that is an equivalent
to the GGMRFmodel, the over-smoothing is not visible in the images reconstructed from noisy data (see Fig. 3). We decided
to use the Gaussian prior only due to the computational cost. For the regularization termwith the Green function, the results
would be presumably much better.

For comparison, we also used a classic version of the ART algorithm [28]. For noise-free data, the relaxation parameter is
set asω = 1. The image reconstructed after 100 iterations, which is shown in Fig. 3 (fourth left row), is nearly the same as the
projection results given in Fig. 2(right). A further increase in the number of iterations does not affect this result significantly.
For noisy data, a lower value of the parameter must be set, i.e. ω = 0.05 (according to the hints in [52]). For k = 5, we get
the image with the lowest value of the distance. For k > 5, the result worsens (see Fig. 3 (fourth right row)).

Additionally, we applied the discussed algorithms to the preliminary real data that was measured in Myslovice (Upper
Silesia in Poland). The area at a depth ranging from 50m to 65mwas probed with a wave at the single frequency 2 MHz. All
the reconstruction results given in Fig. 6 demonstrate that the area is strongly inhomogeneous, and the images are consistent
at some degree. But only the binary algorithms provide extensive information on positions and shapes of the air-filled voids.
Probably, the small voids adjacent to the boreholes can be considered as artifacts. The shape of the inhomogeneous objects
is rather oblong but this is mostly caused by the very low resolution of the images due to a severely limited number of
probings.
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Fig. 3. Images reconstructed with the following algorithms: (first (top) row) MFA from noisy data for k = 300, Kc = 40, T0 = 0.5, ∆V (GR)j (δ = 0.01):

β = 0.05 (left), β = 0.1 (middle), β = 0.3 (right); (second row) MFA from noisy data for k = 300, Kc = 40, T0 = 0.5, ∆V (BS)j , β = 0.05: p = 1.1 (left),
p = 1.5 (middle), p = 1.9 (right); (third row) BS-PG from noisy data for k = 300, δ = 100: β = 50 (left), β = 1000 (middle), β = 5000 (right); (fourth
row) ART: noise-free data, k = 100,ω = 1 (left), noisy data, k = 5,ω = 0.05 (middle), noisy data, k = 20,ω = 0.05 (right). Noise level set as SNR = 20 dB.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the selected binary image reconstruction algorithms are discussed in the context of their application
to a discrete version of electromagnetic geotomography which we denote as BEG. We discuss many aspects related to
BEG. Regarding the algorithmic approach, we propose a new very efficient implementation of the MFA algorithm [49] and
the BS-PG algorithm. The algorithms iteratively minimize the MRF regularized least-squares objective function subject to
binary constraints. Although many other algorithms for binary tomography exist, the discussed algorithms are particularly
efficient when BEG is considered. This is confirmed by the numerical experiments in which we use synthetic and real
data. The MFA, BS-PG, and additionally ART algorithms are compared with respect to multi-criteria performance such as
reconstruction exactness, robustness to noisy perturbations, as well as computational complexity. On the whole, the MFA
with the Green function in theMRFmodel is themost robust to very noisy data. However, onemust be aware of the fact that
the highperformance is parameter-dependant. The associated parameters canbe estimatedprior to the reconstruction, but it
involves additional, quite a large computational cost. The GGMRF is more flexible in application to the discussed algorithms,
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Fig. 4. Distances between xexact and the reconstructed solution obtained from noise-free data with the algorithms: (left) MFA for Kc = 40, T0 = 0.5,
∆V (GR)j (δ = 0.01); (right) BS-PG.

Fig. 5. Distances between xexact and the reconstructed solution obtained from noisy data (SNR = 20 dB) with the algorithms: (left) MFA for Kc = 40,
T0 = 0.5,∆V (GR)j (δ = 0.01); (right) BS-PG.

Fig. 6. Images reconstructed from real data with the algorithms: (left) MFA for k = 300, Kc = 40, T0 = 0.5, ∆V (GR)j (δ = 0.01), β = 0.1; (middle) BS-PG
for k = 300, δ = 100, β = 500; (right) ART for k = 5, ω = 0.05.

especially in the BS-PG. Although the quality of the images reconstructed with the BS-PG is not so high as with the MFA
involving the Green function, the BS-PG is about 10 times faster than the MFA. Thus the BS-PG seems to be more suitable
for solving very large-scale BEG problems.
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